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The ideas and practices related to afrofuturism have existed for most of the 20th century, especially in the north American African
diaspora community. After Mark Dery coined the word "afrofuturism" in 1993, Alondra Nelson as a member of an online forum,
along with other participants, began to explore the initial terrain and intellectual underpinnings of the concept noting that
“AfroFuturism has emerged as a term of convenience to describe analysis, criticism and cultural production that addresses the
intersections between race and technology.” Afrofuturism 2.0: The Rise of Astroblackness represents a transition from previous
ideas related to afrofuturism that were formed in the late 20th century around issues of the digital divide, music and literature.
Afrofuturism 2.0 expands and broadens the discussion around the concept to include religion, architecture, communications, visual
art, philosophy and reflects its current growth as an emerging global Pan African creative phenomenon.
Terrorist's Creed casts a penetrating beam of empathetic understanding into the disturbing and murky psychological world of
fanatical violence, explaining how the fanaticism it demands stems from the profoundly human need to imbue existence with
meaning and transcendence.
A novel of military science fiction telling the story of Earth's annexation by an alien empire. Long considered a primitive people on
a backwater planet, humanity finds itself in the middle of a war, and faced with extinction.
They hunt us. They bomb our worlds for target practice. A star cluster in the constellation of Orion rotates once every thousand
years. Those who rule there have an ancient tradition: When each cycle ends, they train their fleets by spilling the blood of lesser
beings. The enemy fleets are coming again. In response, the Rebel Worlds gather their starships to face the terrifying threat, and
this time humanity is asked to stand with them.The last time they considered Earth, Vikings in longboats were raiding English
coastlines. Today, we're less primitive. Today, we're a target. One man is chosen to command Earth's single ship in the Rebel
Fleet. When the war breaks out, Leo Blake must win it... or die trying."Classic B. V. Larson. This book grabs you by the plasma
cannon and won't let go. Fast adventure, fast action--and I loved the space-battles!"- S. Arthur
A dirty deal was struck. Humanity was allowed to keep three hundred rebellious worlds. In return, we declared war on a powerful
enemy from beyond the frontier.A frantic build-up of forces has begun, but the task is hopeless. Seeking allies, Earth's legions are
sent to BLOOD WORLD. A planet on the fringe of known space, where the people only respect masters of combat. Earth's
Legions must impress them, but other alien powers have been invited to join the contest. The prize consists of billions of loyal
troops--Earth must win.Fighting and dying and fighting again, the struggle is half-mad--but so is James McGill.BLOOD WORLD is
the eighth book in the Undying Mercenaries Series.
BOOK SIX in the Plague Wars series. The Demon Plagues is the first book in the Alien Invasion section of the Plague Wars
series. Ten years after Infection Day, Daniel Markis struggles to unite a shattered world in the face of nuclear attack and
extraterrestrial plagues, while others grasp for power and dark technologies. Skull mounts a one-man campaign to thwart the
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fascist Unionists, while Jill Repeth, Spooky Nguyen and his team gamble their lives to change the course of the Second Cold War.
THE PLAGUE WARS SERIES: Plague Wars: Decade One - The Eden Plague - Reaper's Run - Skull's Shadows - Eden's Exodus
- Apocalypse Austin - Nearest Night Plague Wars: Alien Invasion - The Demon Plagues - The Reaper Plague - The Orion Plague Cyborg Strike - Comes the Destroyer - Forge and Steel Plague Wars: Stellar Conquest - First Conquest - Desolator: Conquest Tactics of Conquest - Conquest of Earth - Conquest and Empire Keywords: Military Thrillers fiction, Alien invasion of Earth,
Genetic Engineering fiction genes, First Contact war, Hard Science Fiction ebooks, high tech thrillers, techno thriller technothriller
ebooks, alien first contact, virus, plague, battle, war, science fiction series, military thriller series, military science fiction series
2014 Locus Awards Finalist, Nonfiction Category In this hip, accessible primer to the music, literature, and art of Afrofuturism,
author Ytasha Womack introduces readers to the burgeoning community of artists creating Afrofuturist works, the innovators from
the past, and the wide range of subjects they explore. From the sci-fi literature of Samuel Delany, Octavia Butler, and N. K.
Jemisin to the musical cosmos of Sun Ra, George Clinton, and the Black Eyed Peas' will.i.am, to the visual and multimedia artists
inspired by African Dogon myths and Egyptian deities, the book's topics range from the "alien" experience of blacks in America to
the "wake up" cry that peppers sci-fi literature, sermons, and activism. With a twofold aim to entertain and enlighten, Afrofuturists
strive to break down racial, ethnic, and social limitations to empower and free individuals to be themselves.
The Galactics arrived with their Battle Fleet in 2052. Rather than being exterminated under a barrage of hell-burners, Earth joined
a vast Empire that spanned the Milky Way. Our only worthwhile trade goods are our infamous mercenary legions, elite troops we
sell to the highest alien bidder.In the fourth book of the series, James McGill is up for promotion. Not everyone is happy about that,
and McGill must prove he's worth his stripes. Deployed to a strange alien planet outside the boundaries of the Galactic Empire,
he's caught up in warfare and political intrigue. Earth expands, the Cephalopod Kingdom launches ships to stop us, and a grand
conspiracy emerges among the upper ranks of the Hegemony military.In MACHINE WORLD, McGill faces an entirely new kind of
alien life, Galactic prosecution, and thousands of relentless squid troopers. He lives and dies in the falling ashes of the Empire, a
man of unique honor at the dawn of humanity's resurgence.MACHINE WORLD is a military science fiction novel by bestselling
author B. V. Larson. (To find the first book in the series, search for STEEL WORLD, by B. V. Larson.)
Captain William Sparhawk flies Earth's single starship on a voyage of exploration. His crew of veteran spacers begins the mission with high
hopes and the best of intentions, but the universe has other plans. Instead of space merchants and potential allies, they discover Earth's
impending doom. Sparhawk must decide whether to hunt down enemy scouts to keep Earth's new starship a secret, or to head home to warn
Star Guard of the danger. Either way, he's ignited an interstellar war. Dreadnought, the second book of the Lost Colonies Trilogy, is a novel of
military science fiction by bestselling author B. V. Larson.
One starship will either save Earth or destroy her.A century ago our star erupted, destroying Earth's wormhole network and closing off trade
with her colonized planets. After being out of contact with the younger worlds for so many years, Humanity is shocked when a huge ship
appears at the edge of the Solar System. Our outdated navy investigates, both curious and fearful. What they learn from the massive vessel
shocks the planet. The lost colonies have survived-but the reunion isn't going to be a happy one. Our descendants are vastly superior in the
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art of warfare. Worse, there are other beings undreamed of beyond the human frontier: strange, unfathomable...alien. Battle Cruiser Defiant,
the first capital ship to darken Earth's skies, is tasked with exploring new passages to the younger planets. Old Earth must reunite with her
children...but can humanity survive the inevitable conflicts? Captain William Sparhawk, determined to follow a path of honor and truthfulness,
dares to rise to the challenge.BATTLE CRUISER is a military science fiction novel by bestselling author B. V. Larson.
Earth is under attack. 20 years after the American-Chinese war devastated our worlds, we finally have a tense peace. But legendary
American Admiral Jack Mattis, on his inspection tour of the first joint American-Chinese space station, finds himself in the middle of the
unthinkable: an alien invasion. Their ships are powerful, their weapons overwhelming. And in the confusion, our tentative peace with the
Chinese is shaken to the core. Taking command of his old battleship, The Midway, Admiral Mattis races the alien fleet to Earth, desperate to
prevent the utter destruction of humanity's home. And in Earth's darkest hour, Mattis must unify and lead old adversaries to the fight against a
common enemy, one that doesn't care about flags or borders. An enemy driven by malevolent hate and a thirst for blood. An enemy that
cares for one thing only: Earth's destruction.
Dedicated to serving the Imperium, the Iron Hands, the most powerful members of the Adeptus Astartes, will do anything to remove all
weaknesses, even practicing bionic augmentation on their own bodies in order to achieve a physical perfection to match their iron will.
Original.
The long war has transformed the Hundred Worlds into heavily fortified star systems. Their economies are geared for military output, and they
raise specialized soldiers to save our species. Assault Captain Derek Straker is one such man among many. Deep inside enemy territory, the
genetically sculpted captain must find a path to victory.
Five years after attacking the human-colonized worlds of the Spiral Arm, the hydrogues maintain absolute control over stardrive fuel...and
their embargo is strangling human civilization. On Earth, mankind suffers from renewed attacks by the hydrogues and decides to use a
cybernetic army to fight them. Yet the Terran leaders don't realize that these military robots have already exterminated their own makers and may soon turn on humanity. Once the rulers of an expanding empire, humans have become the galaxy's most endangered species. But
the sudden appearance of incredible new beings will destroy all balances of power. Now for humans and the myriad alien factions in the
universe, the real war is about to begin...and genocide may be the result.
At long last Earth has a handful of starships. Surrounded by Rebel Kher, Imperials and the mysterious Nomads, Humanity dares to assert our
right to independence.The interstellar community reacts harshly. In the eyes of our neighbors, we're upstarts, dangerous beings that don't
know our place. For the Kher, freedom can only be won through battle. War fleets arrive to instruct us, and Captain Leo Blake is again sent
out to voyage among hostile stars. We're far from ready, but the time has come. It's game-on.EARTH FLEET is the fourth book in the Rebel
Fleet series.
BOOK TWO of the Plague Wars series. What trumps everything else, to turn a government against its people? Fear. So when American
sniper Alan "Skull" Denham selects his own mission to fight against the ever-growing evil of the fascist Unionist movement, he sets himself
against the entire Federal establishment, which wants to see him dead. Can Skull win through while keeping his soul, showing mercy only to
children, dogs and the genuinely innocent? Skull's Shadows is sci-fi technothriller, which can be read alone or as an introduction to the
Plague Wars series. All of the books in the Plague Wars Series are coming soon to Google Play over the next few weeks and months. Plague
Wars: Decade One - The Eden Plague - Reaper's Run - Skull's Shadows - Eden's Exodus - Apocalypse Austin - Nearest Night Plague Wars:
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Alien Invasion - The Demon Plagues - The Reaper Plague - The Orion Plague - Cyborg Strike - Comes the Destroyer - Forge and Steel
Plague Wars: Stellar Conquest - First Conquest - Desolator: Conquest - Tactics of Conquest - Conquest of Earth - Conquest and Empire
Ryan King's apocalyptic Land of Tomorrow series: - Glimmer of Hope - Children of Wrath - Paths of Righteousness Keywords: Military
Thrillers fiction, Post-Apocalyptic, Genetic Engineering fiction genes, First Contact war, military science fiction, mystery thriller & suspense
action fiction, technothriller techno thriller, military series, science fictions series, military thriller series, war, sniper, civil war
From Hugo and Dragon Award finalist David VanDyke, and million-selling science-fiction legend and Dragon finalist B.V. Larson, comes book
three in the epic military space opera adventure saga! Commodore Straker faces new enemies as neighboring interstellar empires decide his
New Republic is a growing threat. A two-front war develops, and the Liberator must face both the Mutuality and the Hundred Worlds. Even as
the fighting rages, the mysterious Opters are on the move. They make a diplomatic effort to reach out to Straker--but can he trust the Hive
Masters? Will they help, or stab him in the back?FLAGSHIP VICTORY is a thrilling tale of warfare and adventure among the stars. This is the
third book in the Galactic Liberation series, look for book #1, STARSHIP LIBERATOR if you're new to this expanding universe.
Commodore Straker's rebellion has grown in strength-but his enemies are growing even faster. Faced with a dozen rebel planets in their
territory, the Mutuality has finally taken notice of the upstart known as the Liberator and gathered a vast fleet to crush him. BATTLESHIP
INDOMITABLE is the second book in the Galactic Liberation series.
Kyle Riggs sits uneasily upon Earth's throne. He's liberated his homeworld from a tyrant, only to replace him. In THE DEAD SUN, the ninth
book of the Star Force Series, the Great War between life and the machines reaches its final chapter. Both sides have new technology and
expanded industrial bases. Star Force and the machines attempt to exterminate one another in a final, glorious conflict. Along the way, Riggs
finally learns who his real friends and enemies are.THE DEAD SUN is a military science fiction novel by bestselling author B. V. Larson.
From Hugo and Dragon Award finalist David VanDyke, and millions-selling science-fiction legend and Dragon finalist B.V. Larson, comes
book five in the epic military space opera adventure saga! It's been five years since the end of the Hive Wars. Straker has handed over the
burden of governing the Earthan Republic to civil authorities. This should be a happy time, as Straker and his most loyal soldiers retire to a
planet and step off the galactic stage. Unfortunately, authoritarian forces within the Earthan Republic are still simmering with rage at his
victory. Rumors reach Straker of a growing new Republic Fleet manned by state loyalists. Planets begin to fall under their influence and go
dark. Even in retirement, they see Straker's Breakers as a threat.Fearing he may have to move again in the name of freedom and the people,
Straker begins to train and plan. Will they dare to come for him? His battlesuiters have formed families and planted roots on Culloden. What
of their children and stories of neighboring worlds reverting to dictatorships? Straker's Breakers prepare to fight again, alone and without
support, in this new novel of military science fiction by David VanDyke and B. V. Larson. This is the fifth book in the Galactic Liberation series.
Look for book #1, STARSHIP LIBERATOR if you're new to this expanding universe.
In the twentieth century Earth sent probes, transmissions and welcoming messages to the stars. Unfortunately, someone noticed.The
Galactics arrived with their battle fleet in 2052. Rather than being exterminated under a barrage of hell-burners, Earth joined their vast
Empire. Swearing allegiance to our distant alien overlords wasn't the only requirement for survival. We also had to have something of value to
trade, something that neighboring planets would pay their hard-earned credits to buy. As most of the local worlds were too civilized to have a
proper army, the only valuable service Earth could provide came in the form of soldiers...someone had to do their dirty work for them, their
fighting and dying.I, James McGill, was born in 2099 on the fringe of the galaxy. When Hegemony Financial denied my loan applications, I
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was kicked out of the university and I turned to the stars. My first campaign involved the invasion of a mineral-rich planet called Cancri-9,
better known as Steel World. The attack didn't go well, and now Earth has entered a grim struggle for survival.Humanity's mercenary legions
go to war in STEEL WORLD, bestselling author B. V. Larson's latest science fiction novel.
New rules and character options for campaigns laced with intrigue. The Star Wars galaxy is rife with treachery and intrigue, from the
machinations of Darth Sidious and the Bothan SpyNet to the secret agendas of the Rebel Alliance and the Empire. This supplement gives
players and Gamemasters everything they need to run games and play characters in a galaxy of intrigue. This book provides new options
and gear for nobles and other sly-minded characters, as well as a host of adventure hooks and campaign seeds that can be used to inject
elements of intrigue into campaigns of all eras. It also includes rules for running skill challenges.
The Galactics arrived with their Battle Fleet in 2052. Rather than being exterminated under a barrage of hell-burners, Earth joined a vast
Empire that spanned the Milky Way. When the Earth is invaded by a rival empire, James McGill's legion must defend the Home World. The
top brass has complex plans, but none of that matters much to McGill, who chooses his own unique path. Traveling to star systems no
human has ever visited, he searches for a technological edge to beat the enemy before it's too late. Along the way he unleashes new terrors,
triggering the biggest battles in human history. HOME WORLD is the sixth book of Undying Mercenaries Series, a novel of military science
fiction by bestselling author B. V. Larson. The series starts with book #1, STEEL WORLD.
That void kraken is out there! It can't be bargained with. It can't be reasoned with. And it eats planets. Unleashed from an alternate universe,
the space-borne leviathan dubbed "void kraken" terrorizes the galaxy. The most powerful weapons barely scratch it. Whole fleets fall before
it. Its movements are erratic. It's motives inscrutable. All anyone knows for sure is that if it isn't stopped, it's going to eat its way through the
galaxy. Fujita Hiroko feels responsible for the beast's presence in the Milky Way. She tries to rally support to combat the creature, to form an
unprecedented inter-species alliance to find a way to stop its rampage. Meanwhile, Cedric tries to find out all he can, searching the vaieen
archive for records of the ancient race's own encounters with the void kraken. If he can find out how those mighty techno-wizards fought them
and survived, maybe there's hope for the galaxy. But there's no time to waste. The stuunji homeworld is in the monster's path. If they don't act
quickly, the peaceful refugee planet is doomed.
A guide to the locations from "Star Wars, Episode II, Attack of the Clones" includes the planets Coruscant and Kamino, as well as details and
cross-sections of sites from the Jedi Temple to the execution arena on Geonosis.
From Hugo and Dragon Award finalist David VanDyke, and millions-selling science-fiction legend and Dragon finalist B.V. Larson, comes
book four in the epic military space opera adventure saga! The Republic, the Opters and a strange Crystalline race of unknown origin all meet
in a series of titanic battles. Commodore Straker summons thousands of ships, but he soon learns he's technologically out-classed by the
enemy.With traditional victory impossible, the race is on for each side to destroy the key worlds of the other. Billions die, entire planets are
destroyed. Even while the war rages, dark suspicions grow. There are traitors in the midst of the chaos. Straker realizes the worst enemy is
the one you believed to be your ally... HIVE WAR is a thrilling tale of warfare and adventure among the stars. This is the fourth book in the
Galactic Liberation series. Look for book #1, STARSHIP LIBERATOR if you're new to this expanding universe.
BOOK ONE of Plague Wars - read it or the FREE prequel, The Eden Plague (Book Zero) as your introduction to this gripping futuristic thriller
series. "Everything needed for a great story is right here in its pages... The novel's a fast-paced read that raises the questions we've come to
expect from near future thrillers, but it has a freshness and a vigor -- and dare I say it -- a moral compass that isn't as common as with others
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of its ilk." - Charles de Lint: Books to Look For, Fantasy and Science Fiction Magazine (July/August 2014) When US Marine Sergeant Jill
Repeth's blown-off legs begin to regenerate, she thinks it's a medical miracle. But the breakthrough that heals her war injuries is exactly what
the government desperately wants to quash - by any means necessary. Hunted, she must cross an America wracked by strife to try to find a
family who may already be dead, searching for the inhuman secret of what started it all. Reaper's Run is an origins story and apocalyptic
novel, the beginning of one warrior's journey from tactical cop to freedom fighter and beyond. It leads the reader into the acclaimed Plague
Wars futuristic thriller series. Keywords: action adventure thriller, Genetic Engineering, gene fiction, Military Science Fiction, women heroes,
women's adventure fiction, post apocalyptic survival fiction no zombies, military thrillers, science fiction adventure, strong female character,
thriller, Humvee, assault rifle
The Imperials have devised a cunning new method of destroying Rebel worlds. Captain Leo Blake is largely responsible for both our survival
and our current predicament. He and his crew are infamous among the stars. As a result, when ships of an unknown configuration begin
flowing out of swirling rifts above Earth, Blake is called upon again to deal with the problem.But the approaching fleet isn't what it seems.
They're employing an entirely new way to exterminate Rebels. They will accept nothing less than conquering Earth--or better yet, destroying
all life on our planet.Alpha Fleet is the third book in the Rebel Fleet series.
Three stars, three worlds, three civilizations...one massive war. In a triple star system, not all planets are equal. When the DEMON STAR
swings closest in her orbit, the Insectoids always invade. They raid the inner worlds with grim regularity, riding hordes of stealthed ships in
ever growing waves. Their mission is to destroy all opposition-alien, human or otherwise.Cody Riggs, lost among an endless chain of
interstellar rings, flies his task force of starships into the middle of an eternal struggle for survival between three civilizations. He takes it upon
himself to help the more peaceful worlds, but only manages to bring disaster to all humanity.DEMON STAR is the twelfth book of the Star
Force series, a novel of military science fiction by bestselling authors B. V. Larson and David VanDyke.
BOOK ZERO of the Plague Wars series. When veteran combat lifesaver Daniel Markis finds a mystery woman with armed invaders in his
home and it all goes sideways, he turns to his brothers in arms to fight back. On the run from the shadowy Company, soon he finds himself in
a war for possession of a genetic engineering puzzle that threatens the stability of the world. But who is behind it all - and are they even
human? The Eden Plague is a futuristic thriller that will grip the imagination of readers who relish high-energy adventure. No zombies were
harmed in the making of this book. In fact, no zombies appear anywhere in this book. Seriously. It's not a zombie book. The Plague Wars
apocalyptic thriller series begins in the world of today with a man and a woman twined together by circumstances, destined to change the
world. It leads readers into an ever-darkening future of upheaval, struggle and war marked by the depths of evil and the heights of selfless
sacrifice. Plagues, new technologies and extraterrestrial meddling provide the backdrop for heroes and villains to struggle for control of the
destiny of humanity. The Plague Wars series is suitable for adults and older teens, and generally corresponds to a PG-13 movie rating due to
strong language, violence, and mature themes. The books in the Plague Wars series: Plague Wars: Decade One - The Eden Plague Reaper's Run - Skull's Shadows - Eden's Exodus - Apocalypse Austin - Nearest Night Plague Wars: Alien Invasion - The Demon Plagues The Reaper Plague - The Orion Plague - Cyborg Strike - Comes the Destroyer - Forge and Steel Plague Wars: Stellar Conquest - First
Conquest - Desolator: Conquest - Tactics of Conquest - Conquest of Earth - Conquest and Empire Keywords: free ebook, thriller, science
fiction thriller, science fiction, genetic engineering, fiction science fiction series, apocalyptic, military science fiction, virus, plague, alien
contact, free military Science Fiction, free Military Thrillers, dystopian series, Post-Apocalyptic science fiction, medical thriller, biological
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thriller, Quantico Marine Base, Virginia, Washington D.C., FBI
The latest Horus Heresy novel There is war on Signus Prime; Horus sends the Blood Angels to the Signus system, where an army of
Khornate daemons waits for them. The Warmaster’s plan is to use the flaw in the Blood Angels’ gene-seed – which will later be known as
the Red Thirst – to turn them to the worship of the Blood God. At the height of the battle, Sanguinius fights with the Bloodthirster Ka’Bandha.
The Blood Angels fight for survival of thier minds and bodies
Ruling over the alien warriors of the Tau empire are the enigmatic Ethereals. When a powerful Ethereal crashes behind Imperial battle lines, it
falls to one young Fire Warrior to sacrifice his life for the greater good. Original.
Wine of the Dreamers, a classic science fiction novel from John D. MacDonald, the beloved author of Cape Fear and the Travis McGee
series, is now available as an eBook. They are the Watchers: pale laboratory creatures living in a remote, sealed-off world. Their game, their
religion, their release is to dream, and their dreams carry across the galaxy to lodge in the minds of the inhabitants of another world: the
planet Earth. But as the human race approaches a dream of their own—traveling beyond their own planet to other worlds—the Watchers step
in. For escape from Earth is an impossible dream, one that the Watchers will go to any length to destroy. Features a new Introduction by
Dean Koontz Praise for John D. MacDonald “The great entertainer of our age, and a mesmerizing storyteller.”—Stephen King “My favorite
novelist of all time.”—Dean Koontz “To diggers a thousand years from now, the works of John D. MacDonald would be a treasure on the
order of the tomb of Tutankhamen.”—Kurt Vonnegut “A master storyteller, a masterful suspense writer . . . John D. MacDonald is a shining
example for all of us in the field. Talk about the best.”—Mary Higgins Clark
Considered by many to be a founder of Afrofuturism, Sun Ra—aka Herman Blount—was a composer, keyboardist, bandleader, philosopher,
entrepreneur, poet, and self-proclaimed extraterrestrial from Saturn. He recorded over 200 albums with his Arkestra, which, dressed in
Egypto-space costumes, played everything from boogie-woogie and swing to fusion and free jazz. John Szwed's Space is the Place is the
definitive biography of this musical polymath, who was one of the twentieth century's greatest avant-garde artists and intellectuals. Charting
the whole of Sun Ra's life and career, Szwed outlines how after years in Chicago as a blues and swing band pianist, Sun Ra set out in the
1950s to impart his views about the galaxy, black people, and spiritual matters by performing music with the Arkestra that was as vital and
innovative as it was mercurial and confounding. Szwed's readers—whether they are just discovering Sun Ra or are among the legion of poets,
artists, intellectuals, and musicians who consider him a spiritual godfather—will find that, indeed, space is the place.
In the explosive conclusion to the Dark Nest trilogy, Luke Skywalker summons the heroes of the New Jedi Order from near and far, as the
Star Wars galaxy teeters on the edge of eternal war. Yet even the combined powers of the formidable Jedi may not be enough to vanquish
the deadly perils confronting them. The Chiss-Killik border war is threatening to engulf the entire galaxy and raising the awful specter of Killiks
sweeping across space to absorb all living creatures into a single hive mind. The only hope for peace lies with the Jedi—and only if they can
not only end the bloodshed between two fierce enemies but also combat the insidious evil spread by the elusive Dark Nest and its unseen
queen. Leia’s newly acquired Jedi skills will be put to the ultimate test in the coming life-and-death battle. As for Luke, he will have to prove,
in a lightning display of Force strength and swordplay, that he is– beyond a shadow of a doubt—the greatest Jedi Master in the galaxy.
Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from
some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
BOOK THREE of the Plague Wars series. "...this time Skull is presented in a more humane way and he is able to make "friends," meaning he
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does not kill everybody he meets lol..." - Niover H. "Been reading all night long. Can't put it down." - Lenoirdenantes "EDEN'S EXODUS is a
really well-structured story, with lots of subtle machinations on every level from interpersonal to international relationships. VanDyke and King
make a great storytelling team." - Marcia K. PLAGUE WARS BOOK 3. The Eden virus is spreading. Blessing or curse, it's apparent that it
can't be contained. For the poor and the sick, the Plague is a godsend, yet it puts those infected in the cross hairs of people who fear their
power is slipping away. When these desperate Edens turn to Daniel Markis and the Free Communities for help, he can't refuse. Spooky,
Skull, and Reaper are soon struggling to save these Edens - but someone on the inside may betray them. Eden's Exodus is a Plague Wars
novel that continues where Skull's Shadows ended, filling in more of the apocalyptic events of the decade before the incidents of The Demon
Plagues, when the world changed yet again. The Plague Wars Series Plague Wars: Decade One - The Eden Plague - Reaper's Run - Skull's
Shadows - Eden's Exodus - Apocalypse Austin - Nearest Night Plague Wars: Alien Invasion - The Demon Plagues - The Reaper Plague The Orion Plague - Cyborg Strike - Comes the Destroyer - Forge and Steel Plague Wars: Stellar Conquest - First Conquest - Desolator:
Conquest - Tactics of Conquest - Conquest of Earth - Conquest and Empire Keywords: Military Thrillers fiction, Alien invasion of Earth,
Genetic Engineering fiction genes, First Contact war, military science fiction, mystery thriller & suspense action fiction, technothriller techno
thriller, genocide, Africa, rescue mission, military science fiction series, thriller series, battle, internment
Two ships launch, but only one can come home with the prize-and no one suspects what they'll find when they get out there.On June 30,
1908 an object fell from the sky releasing more energy than a thousand Hiroshima bombs. A Siberian forest was flattened, but the strike left
no significant crater. The anomaly came to be known as the Tunguska Event, and scientists have never agreed whether it was the largest
meteor strike in recorded history-or something else.Alien Artifacts have been uncovered since the 1908 event, and a new star drive is
discovered. When another, larger Artifact is detected orbiting Jupiter, both NASA and the Russian Federal Space Agency are determined to
beat all rivals to the next treasure trove of alien tech.
Unknown aliens attack Earth. Their planet is uncharted, mysteriously having avoided detection for centuries. It's a world packed with the most
vicious aliens humanity has yet to encounter. James McGill has discovered: DEATH WORLD.In the fifth book of the Undying Mercenaries
series, the war comes home and aliens strike a devastating blow. Bent on revenge, Legion Varus chases the raiders to the stars and
discovers a growing alien menace. A cancerous species has invaded our region of the galaxy and must be dealt with. McGill learns why the
Cephalopod Kingdom has yet to attack Earth and what's happening behind the scenes in the Core Worlds. Throughout, he upholds his
unique sense of right, wrong and honor.DEATH WORLD is a military science fiction novel by bestselling author B. V. Larson.
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